
Skills :
Frontend - JavaScript, Reactjs, Tailwind CSS, Framer motion

Backend - Nodejs, Expressjs, Mongodb, Nextjs

Programming Languages- C, C++, Java, SQL

Education :

High School And Intermediate 
Amar Shahid Inter College
Marks: 78%, 80%

 Certification :
A Web Development Bootcamp : I have completed my web development bootcamp by Udemy in 2023. Now I
have a proper Knowledge about Full Stack Development. -  certificate

portfolio link

+91 9956298858

 Linked in Github

Projects :   

ModuLearn site

Participated in the SIH (smart india Hackathon)  platform to solve some of the pressing problems
in our daily life by Government of India But we did not selected. But we learnt a lot from that.

NewsNine - A news site

Designed and developed a responsive and feature-rich news website using react and tailwind css,
enhancing user engagement through real-time updates and seamless navigation.

YouTube Clone

Developed YouTube clone using React.js, Tailwind CSS, and Material-UI. Integrated APIs for real-
time data updates. Managed state and routing with React Router.

Additional : 
Competitive Programming:  Embarking on a competitive programming journey to sharpen and elevate my
coding skills on Leetcode .

Work Experience :

Gradution - Galgotias University, Greater Noida
Bachelor of Science, Computer Science
GPA: 8.8

2022 - 2025

Rahul Verma
Full-Stack Developer

Dynamic and self-motivated Web Developer and Designer with over 2 years of experience. Demonstrated
expertise in delivering exceptional web solutions, underscored by a proven track record of success. Eager
to collaborate with innovative teams and contribute to diverse projects. Stay abreast of industry trends
and best practices in web development and design.

rahulverma281202@gmail.com Greaer Noida

Web Development Intern-  Tech-A-Intern

Designed and developed responsive user interfaces using HTML, CSS, and JavaScript. 
Increased website mobile conversion rate by 15% through improved form usability.
Integrated front-end with a RESTful API to retrieve and display product data. 
 Utilized Git for version control and code collaboration.

17-Oct-2023 To 17-Nov-2023
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